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Speaker Introduction

Jacklyn Boheler, MS, OTR/L

● Neurodivergent
● Occupational therapist by 

background
● Passionate about neurodiversity 

affirming approaches and 
principles of disability justice

● Co-founder of a local nonprofit, B3 
Coffee

● UNC Class of ‘19 (undergrad) and 
‘21 (graduate)



Disclaimers*

Credit to Greg Boheler, Autistic OT

● Allyship is a 
process– mistakes 
are part of that 
process!

● Language is 
always evolving

● Listen and learn 
from the Autistic 
community!



Brief History of Neurodiversity Movement*

TEACCH® Autism Program. All rights reserved. TEACCH is a registered trademark of the University of North Carolina TEACCH® Autism Program

Leo Kanner, 1943 - Austrian American Psychiatrist/Physician 
● “Refrigerator mothers”
● Cold parents (with autistic traits) created the disorder in 

their children by turning their backs on them
● Autism was a very rare child's disease and all autistics 

presented in the same way

Hans Asperger, 1939 - Austrian Psychiatrist
● “Not everything that steps out of line and is thus 

‘abnormal,’ must necessarily be inferior.
● Focused his research on autistic children with 

higher intelligence
● First to introduce the idea of a spectrum of autism

1979- Lorna Wing (psychiatrist) and Judith Gould (psychologist) 
examined the prevalence of autism and re-introduced the idea of a 
spectrum ; discovered it was much more common than Kanner had 
previously described

1998- Andrew Wakefield published a 
paper fraudulently linking autism to 
the MMR vaccine (later, the paper 
was revoked)

2009- ideas proliferated by 
organizations such as Autism Speaks 
about an “autism epidemic” 



The Neurodiversity Movement*

The term “neurodiversity” was coined by 
Australian sociologist Judy Singer, in her honors 
thesis, 1998
● “Neurodiversity is:

○ a state of nature to be respected
○ an analytical tool for examining social 

issues
○ an argument for the conservation and 

facilitation of human diversity”
○ — JUDY SINGER 2020

Neurodivergent 
refers to an 
INDIVIDUAL

Neurodiverse refers 
to a GROUP or 
POPULATION



Person First Language:
• “Person with autism, person with a 

disability”
• Aims to center the individual’s 

humanity, not their disability
• Based on a medical model of 

disability
• Preferred by 24% of people with 

autism (Keating et al., 2022)

Identity First Language:
• “Autistic, disabled”
• Aims to acknowledge a person’s 

disability as central to their lived 
experience & not shameful

• Based on a social model of 
disability

• Preferred by 80% of autistic 
people (Keating et al., 2022)

Person First or Identity First?

Best practices: 
● Defer to individual preference 
● Educate clients on language & its meaning
● Use person first & identity first 

interchangeably if preference is unknown
● “On the spectrum” is a pretty neutral term



• Functioning labels are not 
recommended

• “High functioning” 
→overlooks support needs

• “Low functioning” → 
overlooks strengths

• Doesn’t capture the 
complexity of humans!

• Levels should only be used 
when speaking clinically

What about functioning labels?* 

• Best practice: describe specific support needs. 
• “Sam is a non-speaking AAC user and a 

prolific poet. He requires support with 
personal care such as toileting.”

• “Jamie has a PhD in physics and holds a full 
time research job; however, life skills can be 
challenging for her. She relies on her 
partner for things like like pumping gas and 
grocery shopping.”

• Kinley is an autistic child with an intellectual 
disability who benefits from visual structure 
and transitional supports.

• If the above is too tedious: say “higher support 
needs” or “lower support needs.” Or, state 
whether or not the person has an intellectual 
disability or co-occurring medical diagnoses (of 
course, consider HIPAA here!).  

Alternatives



• Pros
• Supports advocacy on a legislative/policy 

level for funding of 24/7 care & robust 
support services for those who need it

• Provides a succinct term for research 
purposes 

• For example, intermediate care facilities 
in NC are currently at risk of losing 
funding. Every person should be able to 
choose where they live, but given the 
DSP crisis and lack of community 
infrastructure, these settings are still 
necessary for people with higher support 
needs & aging parents

What about the new term “profound 
autism”? (Lord et al., 2022)

• Cons
• Doesn’t capture the “spiky” skill profile 

that many Autistic people display, which 
could lead to underestimating their 
strengths

• Maintains a divide/hierarchy within the 
Autistic community

• Feels degrading / pathologizing, 
especially when used in reference to an 
individual 

• The term lacks participatory research, 
consideration of Autistic research 
priorities, & lacks support of Autistic-led 
orgs (i.e., ASAN, Neuroclastic)

•



As of now, the research has not included “autistic people 
with high support needs, nonspeaking autistic people, 
and autistic people of the global majority.” (Bernand et 
al., 2023)
Should the perspectives of parents, caregivers, and 
family members be included? (Singer et al., 2022)
There is likely no “consensus” answer. As always, we will 
need to individualize to honor autonomy and choice.

Unresolved: The Problem of Partial 
Representation



Other Language 
Considerations*

Ableist Affirming
● Euphemisms, i.e. 

“Special Needs,” 
“Differently Abled”

● Handicapped
● Mentally retarted
● Referring to adults as 

kids, or speaking to 
adults using “baby talk”

● Non-verbal
● Normal / regular 

people
● “Suffers from, a victim 

of, overcomes”
● Asperger’s

● Person with a disability 
or disabled

● Neurodivergent or 
neurodiverse

● Intellectual disability
● Non speaking or 

minimally speaking
● Neurotypical or 

non-disabled





● Autistic Self Advocacy 
Network College Handbook: 

● Demystifying 
Disability– Emily Ladau

● Autism Grown Up: Toolkits 
on Disclosure, College 
Living, PSE Options

Resources



Work Together NC

● Search resources by topic/audience/type
● Search services by type/county/MCO
● Make action plans for postsecondary goals



IDD Inclusive Employer Alliance
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Questions?




